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ABSTRACT

Four severely aaå profoundly retarded institutionalizei women

served as subjects in an experiment comparing the relative -':fective-

ness of four different_ procedures in red.ucíng self-stimula.:+ry behaviorr
.:

1) Rgsponse Cost, in which residents received non-conÈing-::nt token rein-

forcement at the start of a session, but lost ÈÌrem for each instance.of
.

self-stimulation; 2>. Der.nerit Tokens, in which residents received tokens

for each instance of self-stimulation and which were exchanged for three

minutes of time-out on a variable ratio 6 schedule; 3) Time-out, in which

residents s¡ere- placed in time-out for three minutes on a variabte ratio

6 schedule for self-stimulation; 4) No-contingency, in which self-

stimulatory behavior rúas ignored. Four sessions, one session per condition,

¡rere conducted daily in counter-balanced order, for a Ëotal of 210 sessions.

In addition to the contingencies, posture training was conducted during all

sessions. The effects of the four procedures were assessed by a mixed,

multiple-lcaseline¡ multi-element design divided into three phases: 1) base-

line; 2) treatment; 3) baseline. Results showed ttrat Demeiit rokens pro-

duced tlle greatest response reduction relative to Baseline rates. Based

on the mean of the last IO sessions in the Baseline and Treatment Phases

for each condition, the mean response reduction was: 1) Demerit Tokens -

59.48È; 2) Response Cost - 38.56%; 3) Tine-out - 42.863.' tn.t" t""

evidence of generalization of the response reduction effects to Noæon-

tingençy sessions during the Treatment Phase for ¿1,7e subjects. For ç.t.".

subjects the effecÈ endured throughout the phase. There was no evid.ence

of generalization of effects to the target behaviors in another setting



for three of four sr:bjects. Further, the sup¡rressive effects of the

response reduction procedures did'not endure throughout t}te Reversal Phasé

wittr one exception: responding under the Response Cost Condition remained.

lower'in tJ:e Reversal Phase for one subject. Fina1ly, there lvas no

apparent improvement or deterioration in postuie training performance

coinciding with the introduction of the response suppression procedures.

1l-
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INÎRODUCTION

Severely- and profoundly retarded persons. pose a chailenging

problem to applied behavior analysts. Not only are members of

ttris group typically lacking in behavioral skills necessary to

their survival and emotional well being, but they usuatly. extribit.

a disproportionate emount of behavior whích is socially maladaptive,

Self-stimulation is an example of maladaptive behavior and'is

a class of behavior ëonmon to two-thirds of institutionalized

retarded persons (Berkson & Davenport, 1962; faüfman & Levitt, 1965)

Se1f-stimulation is identified by its repetitive, stereotypical and

non-functional nature (Repp, Deitz & speir, L974). Some examples

include rocking, hand waving, and head weaving (Azrin, Kaplan &

Foxx, 1973¡ Kaufman & Levitt, 1965); mouthing of objects (Foxx &

Azrin, L973r; hand gazj-ng, paper flipping, clottr rolling, string

threading, and pill rolling (Azrin, ì^pl"r, & Foxx, 1973) t and

hand clapping (Foxx s¿ Azrin ' 1973; Wrighton, Martin & welch, Note

In addition to being non-functional, the high rate of self-

r).

stimulation interferes with teaching appropriate skills that have

a low probability of occurrence (Repp, Ðeitz & Speir, Lg74) - For

this reason, several response suppression procedures ltave been deve-

loped by applied behavior analysts for reducing stereotypic responding.

Koegel, Firestone, Kramme, and Dunlap (L974) reduced self-stimulatíon

in autistic children by using a slap, saying "No" sharply, and, holding

the relevant body part. A recently developed procedure, ovér-

correction (Foxx & Azrin, J:g73) has successfully reduced self-sÈimulation.
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The rationale of overcorrection is " (1) to overcorrect the environ-

mental effects of an appropriate act, and (2)'to require ttre disruptor

intensively to practice overly correct forms of relevant behavior. 'i:::-:'::'

. The method of achieving the second objective of practicing

.correct behaviors is designated as Positive Practice Overcorrection

(p. 2)." Foxx and Azrin (1973) eliminated mouthing objects, hand

clapping, and head weaving using positive practice overcorrection,

and Azrin, Kaplan and Foxx (1973) símilarly found a combination of

positive practice and reinforcement-of incompati¡te behavior effective

ín eliminating self-stirnutation. Foxx and Azrin (1973) found over-

. correction superior to three other procedures in reducing ttre mouthing

of objects: a lO-second schedule of differential reinforcement or-other

behavior (DRO 10 seconds), a thigh slap, and a distasÈeful soluÈion.

Repp, Deitz and speir (Lg74) and Repp; Deitz and Deitz (Lg76) foqnd

.\. DRO schedules ranging from I second to 30 seconds effective in elimin-

'. ating a variety of self-stimulatory behavior. Excessive head and face

touctring was reduced by Carroccio, Latham and Carroccio (1976) by making

the opportunity to rent a guitar contingent upon a rate lower t]¡an the

previous rate recorded during music lessons-

Associated with each of these procedures, hohrever, are difficulties

which make them unsuitabte for certain situations. First, unconditioned

punishnent is banned in most institutional facilities for ethical

reasons (!{allace, Burger, Neal, van Brero & Davis, Lg76). Positive

practice overcorrecti.on has been shown to be a highly effective

response suppression procedure, but reguires a great deal of time to-
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a&ninister (Foxx & Azrin, 1972). Fulther, it is not suited for use

in a group training situation where the ratio of supervisor to indi-

viduaf ís greater than one-torcne since it is difficulÈ to adminis-

ter overcoirecÈion to two or more índividuals at the same time. DRO

and differential reinforcement of low rate (DRt) schedules also reguire

constant supervision of ttre behavior, making the procedure difficutt

to administer in groups where more than one behavior is to be treated.

Ott¡er response reduction methods have been effectively applied to

suppress other types of problematic behavior. One such procedure is

response cost which refers here to the contingent removal of reinforcers'

uóually conditioned, such as Èokens, points, or money (!,Ieiner, L9621 .

Response cost alone has reduced cash shortages in a small business

(Marholin & cray, L976) and has decreased speeêh dysfluencies (Siegel'

Lenske & Broen, 1969) . Ì,lhen compared to other procedures, it has been

shown to be as effective.or superior to reinforcemenÈ for correct res-

ponses (Hundert, L976¡ Phillips, Phillips, FiTsen e lvolf, L97L¡ Bucher

& Hawkins, Note 2). Burchard and Barrera (L972\ found response cost as

effective as tiI$e-out, and in his review Kazdin (1972\ found response

cost superior to group Èherapy (Harnatz & Lapuc, 1968), aversive sound

stimulation and feerltrack (Kazdin, Lg72), and. shock and disapproval
i

(Schmauk, I97O). In addition to being effective with a variety of

behavioral problems, response cos.t has ttie advantage of ease of admin-

istration in a group training situation, but has the disadvantages of:

(a) usually being dependent on an ongoing tokén reward economy with the

result that individuals can be fined at such a high rate tJlat they

r.r"iy come into contact with the backup reinf.orcers (Doty, lrlclnnis &
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Paul, 1974) r and (b) there is poÈential abuse by staff (BassetÈ &

Blanchard, Lg77)

Time-out also has been shown to reduce responding with a variety

of. behaviors including banging, fiddl-ing and jerking (Pendergrass,

11972), verbal tics (Lahey, McNees & ltcNees, 1973), student misbeha-'
.'

vigr (Ramp, Ulrich 6, Ðulaney, I97L), and stuttering (Adams & Popelka,

19?1). A disadvantage of time-out in the.classroom is that the

student loses valuable teaching time (Martin, Lg75) particularly if

each instance of high rate behavior is timed-ouÈ as animal studies

suggest is desirable for maximum response suppression (Azrin & Holz,

1966)

RecenÈ research in applied settingsr howevero has indicated that

ít might. not be necessary to consequate every instance of behavior to

achieve response reduction (Calhoun & Matherne, 1975; C1ark, Rowbury,

Baer & Baer, L973¡ $frighton & Martin, Note 3; Vürighton, Martin &

Ialelch, Note 1). Moreover, in the natural- setting, it is difficult to

guarantee delivery of a punishing stimulus on a fixed-ratio (FR) 1

schedule (Johnston, L972)

In conclusion, no procedures have been.reported which both effec-

tively reduce self-stimulation and have +J¡e advantage of ease of admin-

istration in a group-training situation. Furthet, tÏí"t" do not appear

to be any studies of response suppression that use delivery of condi-

tioned punishers that are exchanged for a punishing event. Alttrough

a sharp "No" qualifies as a conditioned punisher, it typically does

not lead to a backup punisher. An analogy of such a procedure in

tt¡e natural setting is the use of demerit points for driving infractions

'.1.1:

l :.. a :l
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which'can result in the loss of a diiver's licence. Like response.

. , cost, ,such a procedure would have the advantage of being readily

ãdministered in a clasèroom.setting withoút the disadvantage of beinE
¡

' dependent on.an ongoing Èoken..reward economy

For these reasons, the purpose of tl¡is study was to evaluaÈe

the relative.effectiveness of response cost, demerit points with a

'l; t

backup punisher of timê-out, and time-ou! alone in reducing undesir- '.,,

able behaviors occurring at a high rate in the severely and profoundly * 1.,.r',
it ': 

"reËarded. Four cond.itions were compared: (a) no contingency, (b) a

, condition in which each response resulted in the loss of a reÌì¡ard token,

I (d) a condition.in which each response resulted in the presentation of :

:

Several researchers (e.g., Baer, !'IoIf & Risley, 1968; Stokes &

rtance of evaluating generalization... Baer, 1977) have emphasized the impo:

. of behavior change techniques and of assessing side effects of response l

" suppression procedures (e.9., Johnston, L972).

, Thus, two additional purposes were (a) to assess the effects of

the response suppression procedures d.elivered during classroom sessíons

on a punished behavior in another setting where no contingencies exis-

ted, and (b) to assess whether the response-suppr"="io., procedures

would improve or retard, the perfo*"rr." of the individuals on an

alternate and desirable behavior being trained,

,j'.:.1. t.:
1: r:i

': :



METHOD

Sr:bjgcts

Four adulÈ females, residents of Cedar Cottage which is a self-

contained ùnit,of the Manitoba School for the Retarded, served as subjects.

Subjects' characteristics are 'summarized in Table 1. Level of retardation

-: 
fl 

---Ll -- -Er,Ías classrfied according to .the A.A.M.D. classification of retardation.

Each subject had a history of participation in a variety of ongoing

behavior modification programs for training self-care and academic

skills such as groonuing, dressing, object identification, elementary

vocalizations, and feeding. Participation in behavior modificatíon pro-

grams was determined L'y each subject's performance on the MIMR Basic

Behavíor TesÈ (Martin, Murrell, Tallman & Nicholson, L975). Subjects

. "t. 
placed in programs according to test results and accompanying

individualized curriculi.

l¡tre criteria for tt¡e selection of subjects for the present study

were that each had failed to perform well in a six-month posture

training class. Each behavior was considered undesirable by either

social normative standards due to the high rate, or because the be-

havior had been observed Èo interfere with the subjectrs l-earning appro-

priate posture in the posture training class. In the case of one indi-
i'

vidualr the behavior was self-injurious to the resident.

Setting and Apparatus

Experimental sessions $rere conducted ín a classroom under four

different stimulus conditions to be referred to hereafter'as the Demerit

Token Condition, the Response Cost Condition, the Time'out.Condition'

rì- .r-



Chrono-
Name logÍcal.

Àge

Table 1

A SuffIìary of Characteristics of Subjects Participating in tJre Study

Kathy 23

Mar¡' 27

Social a
Age

3 yrs,7 mog.

PauLa

untestable

l,lentaL b

Age

25

Brenda

2 yts. 9 mos.

untesÈabLe

2 yxs. 11 nos. 2 Yrs. 10 nos. 'geVere

23

-I;evel of
Retard-
ation

avÍneland

bstanford BÍnet

2 l¡rs.

severe

DJ.agnosís

profound

encephalopathY
post-natal
lnfection (

familfal
cuLturaL
and deaf

encephal.opathY
pre-nataL
scqphocephall

PKU

-.'..
untestable rProfou:rd

Years of
'InstitutÍon-
alizatÍon

18

MedÍcatíon

Mell-ar11
50 ng T.I.D.

Noqlnan
25 mg

nfLL9

LT LargactJ.l
25 mg
Nembutal
Il¿ grs
Sparine
50 ng

{
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and the No Contingency Condition. For each condition, the classroom

was outfitteë with four chairs for t]1e subjects. Each chair trad

. attached to the right side of the seat a token peg board painted whiÈe

to hold.pegs. 'Pegs awardqd for correct responding were wooden dowels,

3.75 cur in length. Th" subjects' chairs were. arranged in four different

5! r ! 
- 

!- ^CE- -. groupings, according Èo the condition in eff,ecÈ, and faced a one-vtay

mirror. A table for hol-ding recording equipment¡ pegs, demerit tokens,

and edible reinforcers ï¡as placed against a wall under úhe observaÈion

window- Tfhe reinforcer s¿tmpling tray contained a variety of candies.

For each condition, the classroom was equipped wiÈh a posture

training device consisting of a frame and straps from a backpack.

At one end of the room hung a burlap divider behind which individualized

'posture training trials were conducÈed. In order to maximize the subjects'

learning to discriminate the four experimenÈa} conditions, four different

sets of stimuli \,rere associated with each condition. lltre classroom \,vas

bulbs, each colour corresponding to a different condiÈion. Plus, for

each condition, ttre teacher wore a different outfit: a ski suit, a long

dress and blonde wig, coveralls and hat, and a poncho and black wig.

An observation room with a one-way mirror overlooked the class-

room. TÏ¡e observation room v/as equipped with a walkie-talkie for

communication wittr the teachêrr â tape recorder and a pre-recorded

tape signalling the onset of a session, ten second inten¡als, and

the offset of a session. A desk bell was locaÈed between the observers

to signal t]1e teacher when a subject should be timed'out.
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No contingencv condition. :Dnring the no contingency condition,

ttre subjects'chairs were arranged in a semi-circle, no sÈimutus lights

were present, and no stimuli associated with contingencies in other

conditions v¡ere present. Tne teacher v¡ore a poncho and black wig.

Time-out condition. For the time-out condition, a kítchen timer

was mounted on the wal-I in view of thè subjects and a time-cut screen

was placed just outside the classroom door enclosing a triangulàr

ennrrrxìma1-clw 1^5 m X -9 m X 1-: tstspace measuring approximately 1.5 m X .9 m X 1.2 m. The subjec'

chairs were arranged in a straight row paratlel to the observation

window. BIue stimulus lights were pres.ent. flrc teacher v/ore coveralls

and a hat.

Demerit token condition. For the Ðemerit Token Condition, the

kitchen timer and time-out screen \.irere present as described above.

In addition, dqmerit token boards painted black were attached to ttre

. were displayed in a container placed on the table in front of the

sr:bjects. Tt¡e demerit Èoken boards and poker chips had Velcro strips

attached to tf¡em to al-Iow the teacher to quickly dispense a demerit

token without having to spend time positioning the token on tJre board.

l1he subjects'chairs $rere arranged in a square, facing the observation
I

window. Ttre stimulus lights corresponding to thís condition were red

and the teacher wore a ski suit.

ResÞonse cóst condition. The Response Cost Condition had no addi-

tional materials to those descriJced under the general description for

the No Contingency Condition with the exception that green stimulus
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Iights were present. The subjectsr chairs were arranged in a ro$7

perpendicular to the observation window. The teacher !ìIore ,a long

dress and a blonde wig.

Television room. The television room in which generalization

sessions were conducted was approximately 4.5 m x 9 m and was fur-

nished with sofas, chairs, tables, a television set, and a hi-fi system.

The e:çerimenter wore clottres not associated with the Ëraining sessions.

General Procedures

Sessions

Four 2O-minute daily classroom sessions $¡ere conducted Monday to

Friday, .four sr:bjects per, session. Each session corresponded to an

experimental condition, i.e., No Contingency, Time-out, Demerit Tokens,

or Response Cost. The experimenter conducted each of tt¡e four 20-

rninute daily sessions. PosÈure training trials were.conducted in all

sessions. In addition, subjects were observed daily, Monday to Friday,

during five-minute periods in the television dayroom to tes'b for

: generalization of ttre response suppression procedures.
,,

losture Training Procedures

Posture training procedures \¡¡ere based largely on those which

had been standardized during tr^ro previous studies (lfrighton & l'lartin,

Note 3; Vflrighton, Martin, & We1ch, Note 1) and a previous posture train-

ing class of six months duration. The difference was that where appro-

priate sitting and standing previously were taught to subjects, appro-

priate posÈure while walking was an added objecÈive in the present

study. Et¡e.levels of performance of three of the four subjects were

roughly comparable in that three subjecÈs previously reached a criterion
i'::.1'4.' ,-: '.:
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l-eve1 of independeueÈly standing appropriately for a Curation of 30

seconds. Ttre fou=th sr:bject, Mary, had reached-a criterion of

sitting appropriately for 40 seconds.

, Appropriate 5DÐsÈure was defined as walking wiifr (a) the head held

straight with ttre 3awline angled slighÈIy less than the horizontal plane;

-(b) ttre shoulders back such that the shoulder. blades held the posture

training d.evice vertical to the floor witl¡ the back of the head and

buttocks touching tr*le backpack frame; (c) hanging J-oosely

at the sidest (d) tt¡e distance from the toe bf one foot and ttre heel

of another during a sÈep not exceeding 30 cm and not less than 20.3 crn;

(e) tÌ¡e .approximaÈe lateral distance between t?re heel of ttre foot

which is stepping forward and the toes of the staÈionary foot noÈ

exceeding 5,1 crn; and (f) toes pointed foiward.

Pgstgre trairuLng class. At the outset of the study, the first

step in teaching appropriate walking was standing appropriately using

ttre posture device for 10 seconds. Following this preliminary require-

ment, residents were required to walk while correctly maintaining ttre

relevant body parÈ according Èo the preceding definition. Ttre first

step in the walking hierarchy vras two footsÈeps which increased by

two-footstep increments to a targét criterion of tO footsteps. Ihis
a

procedure was fol-l-owed for each body part. When a subject had success-

fully reached cri-Ëerion on a particular step for three successive trials,

the criterion was raised. If a subject was successful on the first

trial of tÌ¡e raised criterion, but failed on subsequent trials, three

successive failures were :required before reÈurning to ttre previous step

mastèred. Three Èrials per subject were conducÈed during each session.
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These procedures were constant th::oughout all conditions.

Prior to each session, an observer brought the subjects into ttre

classroomr seated ttrem in their chairs, dispensed five non-contingent

pegs in all but ttre Response Cost Condition, and closed the dbor upon

leavihg the 1oorn, Because a peg was to be removed following each

response in the InÈervention Phase oflth. Response Cost Condition, it

was necessarll thaÈ each snbjecÈ have during these sessions enough pegs

to guarantee tt¡at she typically would not run out. Thus, it was

necessary to dispense more non-contingenÈ pegs at the outset of the

Response Cost sessions than the other sessions. FurÈher, it was hlpo-

ttresized that since behavior wouLd U..r".r. ,rrrd.r ttre Response Cost Con-

tingency, it was not necessary to use the uppex limit of the rate of

behavior to satisfy this requirement. fhus, the mean rate of responding

as determined by baseline rates was used to determine the number of non-

contingent pegs dispensed at the outset of Response Cost sessions. For

the Response cost Condition, then, under the baselíne phase, the number

of non.contingent pegs which were dispensed was based on a subjectrs

mean rate of responding for the last 10 Res.oonse Cost sessions. For

example, if the mean rate was two reSponses per minute, 40 non-contingent

pegs (2X20 min.) were dispensed at the outset of the Response Cost

session. With the onset of the intervention phase and for the remainder

of the study, each subject received non.iconÈingent pegs at the outset of

Response Cost sessions corresponding to their mean rate during the last

IO basetine sessions.

The observers signalled the experimenter to enter the room at
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ttre onset of a session. Standing in front of the subjects, the e:çeri-

menter presenÈed trials alternating between in_dividuals. One trial

consisted of requesting a subject to take her place on the other side

of:the walI divider, placing the posture device over her shoulders,

and requesting her to stand up straight and walk to the experimenter.

If a subject failed to respond Èo the initial request or only partiatly re-

sponded,'the experimenter requested that the relevant body part be

corrected. A shaping hierarchy was adhered to as follows: (a) head;

(b) shoulders; (c) armsi (d) toes forward; (e) length of step; and

(f) lateral distance between feet. That is, a subject vtas required

to attend tolorrty one step in Ltre shaping hierarchy plus previous

steps mastered. If a sùbject successfully completed a trial, the

teacher said, "Very good (subject¡s name)lroand gave her a peg. An

unsuccessful trial resulted in the subject being asked to sit down,

rnter oresånted. ¿ kensar¡d the experimenter presented a trial to the next subject. To.

were exchanged for a choice of candies given by an observer at t.l.e end

of a session on a one-to-one token/candy reinforcer ratio.

Posture training observation. ouriná sessions, the experimenter

recórded subjecÈsr responses to the first verbal instruction, addition-

al verbal prompts required to correct a specific body part' whether

physical guidance vras required, and duration of corráct standing or

ttre distance walked appropriately.

Response Suppression Proceduree

Behavioral Definitions

Each behavior was selected to be decreased on -'he basis that

(a) the behavior occurred at such a high frequency that it readily 'Iiìtiiì
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I identified the subject as deviant, (Brenda, Paula' Kathy) ' 
(b) ttre

behavíor was of such a frequency that it interfered with the subject's

'learning appropriate posture (Brenda, Kathy, Mary), or (c) the behavior 
,,,:.,t,,..,

was self-injurious to tåe subject (e.g., Mary's nails were chewed to

ttre quick). ft¡e definítions of .the Èarget.behaviors vrere as followss

Katþy; chin thrust: Chin thrusting ¡¡as any instance of tossing 
i:.,..:,::.i

ttre head back with the chin thrust forward. :::

Brenda; hand twÍddling: One instance of hand twiddling involved

an episode of patting'.rne hand against her leg or chair, against the

other hand, pulling at tJ:e fingers- of the other hand, tapping one

finger between the fingers of the o-'Ïrer hand, and bending the fingers

of the other hand back. If ttre subject switched hands, this termirlated

an episode and marked the beginning of another episode- 
_,-

Mary; excessive head and face touching: Placing a hand on the

mouth, face, neck, or any part of the head. t\ny instance of touching

and re'moving the hand from the head was scored as one response.

Paula; hand,clapping: Any instance of clapping the hands together

was.scored as one response, even though no clapping sound was audible

to the observers

Observation procedures. Although each subject's- rate of behavior

was high, permitting a time sampling procedure of observation, all

responses had to be recorded continuously irr order to administer the

Variable ratio 6 schedule. Interobserver reliability scores, based

on continuous recording of high rate of behavior over a period of time

such.as 20 minutes, however, are subject to inflation of the scores

(Hersen &.Barlow, L976). Thus, in order to preserve the requirement
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of continuous recording and base interobserver reliability scores

on short-time intervals, the following procedure was followed. From

an adjacent observation room, two observers recorded ta:lget behaviors

continuously, two'subjects per obsçrver. A pre-recorded tape signalled

lo-second recording intervals. Data sheets were blocked inÈo 120 cor-

responding intervals equalling a 2O-minute session. During the inter-

vention phase, for the'Demerit Points and Time-out Conditions on1y, a

different data sheet\vras used.. It consisted of dash marks representing

one response per dash mark. When a response occurred, the observer

entered an oblique slash mark above tt¡e corresponding dash mark. The

purpose of tÌ¡is data sheet was to permit ttre observers to signal the

experimenter when a subject should be timed-out during the Demerit Tokens

ì- and Time-out Condition, according to the appropriate variable ratio.

_ Pre-selected dash ¡narks signalling time-out were circled in red prior

- to a session according to a variable ratio 6 schedule to be a"scri¡ea

Iater under Experimental Phases. Throughout all conditions and phases,

the observers signalled the teacher following each response by means.

of a walkie-talkie in order that the teacher could apply the appro-

priate contingencies. Each subject was numbered (L, 2, 3, 4) and the

observers catled these numbers when the corresponding subject made
a

a response. Additionally, during the.Demerit Tokens a¡rd Time-out

Conditions, the observers signalled ttre teacher to send a subject to

time-out by means of a desk bell. Ttrus, an observer rang the be1l

and calted the subject's number at the appropriate time.

Ì::

l:..:f,

Ìr a :.. -.-

ii. ,:; j<:

Television room observations. Once daily, in the television rooÍ1,
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the teacher recorded ttre subjects' targeÈ responses, five minutes per

subject. The onset and offset of observation periods was signalJ-ed by

means of a pre-recorded tape.

rseline Phase, th.e

observers practiced recording until agreemenÈ of at least 80È was

reached reached at least once for each subject. Interobserver relia-bility

data was gathered for 23% of the sessions by two independent observers

who were located in ttre same observation room as the regular observers.

Agreement was calculated for each interval by dividing the nurrJ¡er of

responses per interval in which the observers agreed by the number of

responses per interval in which the observers díd not agree plus the

number of responses per i-nterval in which the observers agreed and mul-

tiplying by lOO to yield percentage of agreemenÈs. Intervals in which

both observers did not record responses were eliminaied from the calcu-

lations.

Experimental Phases

, A" shown in Table 2, Ì.t..e experimental design was a mixed. ABA multiple

baseline design, with multiple elements in the B phase (Sidman, 1960 t

Ut1man & Su1zer-Azaroff, L975). That is, after the initial baseline,

intervention procedures were introduced on a multiple baseline across

subjects and were withdrawn according to a multipte åversal- design.

Further, at the onset of Èhe intervention phase for each subject, three

different conditions (Den¡-erit lokens, Time-out, Response Cost) were intro-

duced simultaneously while no contingencies continued in the fourth

condition (No Contingency). Throughout the study, one session for each

experimental condiÈion [No Contingency (NC), Demerit Tokens (DT), Tíme-
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. Table 2

E:çerimental Design

E>çerimental Phase

line

1vc refers to No Contingency; DT refers to Demerit Tokens;
TO refers to Time-out; RC refers to Respgnse Cost.

¡r.Ë
lr".'..

Subiect Baseline Interventj-on

Kathy NCa
DT
TO
RC

NC

DT
TO
RC

NC
DT
TO
RC

Mary NC

DT
TO
RC

NC

DT
TO
RC

NC

DT
TO
RC

Brenda NC

DT
TO
RC

NC
DT
TO
RC

NC

DT
TO
RC

Paula NC

DT
TO
RC

NC
DT
TO
RC

NC

DT
TO
RC

-1.
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out (TO), and Response Cost (RC) ] was conducted daily, totalling four

daily sessions. Sessions were conducted in random order as foll.ows:

RC, DT, NCr TO; NC, Rc, TO, DT; DT, TO, RC, NC; TO, NC, DT, RC; and

then recycled.

'Baseline

Ðuring the initial Baseline Phase, only posture training

l-

for ttre target responses prevailed. lltre stimuli associated with each
\

condiÈion were present during baseline sessions. Ttrat is, during

Demerit Token sessions, the d,emerit tokens, kitchen timer, time-out

screen, .black demerit token boardsr and red stimulus light were pre-

sent, and so on for each condition.

Treatment

No conÇingency. .For ttre purpose of assessing generalization of

the response suppression procedures as well as possiJcle contrast effects,

baseline procedures were conducted daily during one session during

the Treatment Phase ':.: aa: a

Demerit Èokens. During the Ðemerit Token sessions, demerit tokens

. hrere delivered contingent upon each instance of tJ:e target behaviors.

Upon receiving ttre signal from tt¡e observer, the teacher placed a

demerit token on the subject's demerit token board. llothing was said,

to tlre subjects, but tJ..e teach"r troo*.d v¡hile presenting the token

and then turned quicklY aw?Y.

Demerit tokens were exchanged for a three-minute period of time-out

on a VR 6 schedule of time-out. When a sr-rbject was to be timed-out

after receiving the appropriate number of Èokens and upon receiving a
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sígnal from the observer, the teacher askêd the subject -uo leave i*re

room and set the timer. A VR 6 schedule was selected since Vlrighton

. and Martin (Note 3) found that a VR 6 schedule of a handslap effeçtively

decelerated undesirable behavior in three of the present study's four

sr:bjects (Kathy, Mary, Brenda) to an acçeptable level within twenty

20-minute sessions. Using the same VR schedule in this study as that

used in the prévious study facilitated a comparison across studies.

In the earlier experiment, responses to be Bunished were selected from

a table of random numbers. Each 2nd, I4th, 17th, and lSth response in

a 24 response sequence was punished. Thus, in the present stud.y, each

snbjecÈ was removed from the classroom after collecting 8, L2, 3, and I

demerit tokens representing the 2nd. 14th, L7iùtlt. and 18Èh responses.

The number of responses Èhat could occur without resulting in time-outr

therefore, .ranged from 0 
-to 

11. The program recycled after a sequence

of. 24 responses was emitted. lfithin each 24 response cycle, iour

responses were timed-out, yielding the VR 6.

To control for subjects learning ttre sequence, the VR 6

schedule was pïograrnmed continuously over all sessions. Ttris method

of programming aiso ensured that occasionally each sr:bject was punishecl

after the first response was emiÈted in a session and, ttrerefore,

controlled for the subjectrs learning.that one response \^ras "safe{ per

session. Ttre VR 6 schedule began immediately upon the experimenter's

opening the classroom door and terminated upon closing ttre d.oor when

leaving. Thus, any responses that might not have entered into the

schedule were not emitted in the presence of the experimenter.

:::ri.rt:j¿:::
ìrr.r '.i ..

tj. - .
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Time-oüt. During the time-out sessions, ttte observers signalled

the experimenÈer when a subject should be timed-out according to the

VR 6 schedufe as described under Demerit Tokens. fhe difference between

ttre Demerit Token sessions and Time-out sessions was that demerit

Èokens !üere not delivered after each response during Time-out sessions.

RespOnse cost. During response-cost sessions, PegS were removêd

contingently after each response. lltre observers signalled tJee experi-

menter when a response had occurred. If a subject lost all of her

pegs during a response cost session, the observer explained to the

sr.rbject at the end of the session thaÈ if she did not have any pegs

she did not receive any candy. l

Return to Baseline

Following a differential number of sessions for each subject in

ttre Intervention Phase, a, return to baseline procedures $la-s insti-

Èuted for a1l condiÈi.ons.

RESULTS

Reliabitity

Interobserver reliabilities were gathered in 23>" of the sessions.

Mean reliability scores for the four subjects rangecl from 81.338 to

86.42 with individual session scores for each subject ranging from
:

31.81e" to I00s

Demerit Tokens versus Time-out versus Response Cost

Figure I shows mean responses per minute for the last l0 sessions

for each condition for each subject. Results indicate that Demerít

Tokens produced the greatest response reduction rvithin the Treatment
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Phase for all subjects. During -"he treatment phase across subjects,

No-contingency produced a mean of 2.62 times as much responding as

Demerit Tokens; Tim.e-out produced a mean of 1.43 times as much res-

ponding as Demerit Tokens. Response Cost produced a mean of. L.47

times as much responding as Demerit Tokens, and Response Cost resulted

in 1.O2 times as much responding as Time-out.

Table 3 shows the perceht of response change per condition for

each subject from Baseline to Treatment Phases. tfr. r""otts indicate

that Demerit Tokens produced the greatest response reduction relative

to the baseline rates for the four subjects. The mean response reduc-

tion was, fi Ðemerit Tokens = 59..48%¡ 2) Response Cost = 38.56e"i

3) Time-out = 42.86s"ì 4) No-contingency = L4.244.

Generalization to the No-contingenE¡ Condition

The No-contingency Condition 16-o) in Figure 2 shows mean responses

per minute in blocks of four sessions for each subject across experimental

conditions. Some transitional generalization appears evident in the
.\
' Treatment Phase for Kathyr ând clear generalization effects are evidenÈ

for Mary. For Brenda and Paula, however, generalization effects are

borderline. Paulars data in ¡rarticularr are too variable tc evaluate.

Generalization Across Time

' As shown in Figures I and 2; the suppressive effects of the res-

ponse reduction procedures did not endure in the Reversal Phase, parÈi-

cularly for Kathy and Mary.

Ssrtting Generality

Figure 3 showed no evidence of generalization effects to the

i.,,:1;i i;.i..;::,.;'::i
i' . _, :.,
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i;"* j
Percent Response Change Erom Baseline Ratea

Subjèct, No-contingency Time-out Response Cost Ðemerit Tokens

Kathy +17.96, -9.80

Mary -40.70 -89 .74

Brenda -25.39 -13.39

-8.85 -58.51

-41.5

-88.57

+38.17

-62.36

-53.00

-95.36

-13.30

-76.26Paula

aCalcutated on the mean responses per minute for the last 10 sessions
of baseline a¡rd. treatnent'phases for each condition.

','.ì:.1:]i:
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punished behavior in another setting with the possible exception of

Paula, although Èhe data appear to be more variable than during 
:,j.

sgssions 
,,,,,a;,:i'r:,,,;,

InÈeractions with'Pqs.ture Training - "- :

There is no evidence of correlation between the onset of t]re

Treatment Phase and improvement or deterioration in the subjectsl

performance duríng posture training. \

'l', .: .' -'.'/ .' .'.,- . ".".:'

-(
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DISCUSSION

For all subjects, the data indicate that demerit tokens in

conjunction with a backup punisher of time;out reduced self stimulatory

behavior more effectively than either time-out alone or response cost.

Response cost resulted in an intermediate rate while time--out was

least effective. None of the response suppression procedures, however,

entirely eliminated responding and there r{ere no apparent differences

across conditions in. the irnmediacy of response reduction nor duration

of response suppression-

Several e>q>lanations for the relative weakness of the time-out

procedure are plausible. FirsÈ, the duration of Èime-out might have

been inappropriate for these subjects. Since-none of the subjects, how-

. ever, had previous e)<perience with time-out and since current research

appears to indicate that short periods .of time-out are effecËíve íf

they do not fo1low longer durations (Vlhite "t *. , Lg72), duration

is not likely a significant factor. Second, a constant duration
\

.' of time-out was used in this study irrespective of the subjects¡

behavior at the time of release. Since all Èhe subjects had the

opportunity to engage in the targeË behavior just prior to being re=

leased, it is possible that self-sÈimulation was adventitiously
i

reinforced during timeæut. Third, tåe schedute of timercut nighÈ

not have been sufficienÈly frequent. Clark et al. (1973) found a variable-

ratio 3 (VR 3) schedule of time-out equally as suppressive as fixed-

ratio I (FR 1) although higher values of Èt¡e schedule were not:

îÍrighton and Martin (Note 3), however, successfully redrrced the same

. .1¡t:' . r ,.: 
':
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behaviors in three of the present studyrs four subjects using a vR 6

schedule of a handslap, suggesting that the nature of the punishing

stimulus may be more critical than the schedule.
I

An advantage of the vR 6 schedule of time-out used in the present

study was that it involved less loss of training time than would an

FR 1 scheduleL. Additional work on the part of the teachèr, ho-lvever,

was required to monitoi the schedule.

A comparison of..demerit tokens to response cost ís difficult since
'.

ttre backup punishers differed for each procedure. ¡Íoreover, the

difference in effects between the two procedures was smalf. Witl¡in

the Demerit Tokens Condition, it can be inferred ttrat the demerit

tokens component was a more-critical variable tt¡an time-out in.the

demerit token procedure, since VR 6 time-outalone produced higher re-

sponding than response cost, while the addition of demerit tokens

(dispensed on FR 1) to VR 6 time-outdecreased responding to below tÏ¡at

of response cost. $hus, FR I demerit tckens possibly are more sup-

pressive than FR I response cost.

In response cost, the backup value of a token depends on the

number of points which can be earned, ihe cost of the backup reinfor-

cers., and 'uhe points, needed to survive tlte system (Kazdin , Lg72) . In

demerit points, ttre backup value of a.token depends only on tfie cost of

the backup punishers. As Kazdin (1972) has remarked about Response Cost

and which applies to Demerit Tokens as well, the actual backup value

might not be the most crucial component. Ra-"her the actual signalling

function of the tokens might be more important.
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Few procedural differences exist between response cost and,

demerit tokens. Typically for each the behavior is consequated.

after every response and. very litt1e time is involved. in the detivery

or removar of a ioren. rn the case of response cost, particularly

with high rate behaviors, there is the probJ-em of the individual

losíng all of her or his tokens (Doty, Mcrnnis & paul , Lg74). This

occurred. on four occasions for Brend.a and. once for Kathy in the

present study. Responses which occurred, after alr pegs had. been

lost did not, resurt in a debit to the subjects which carried. over

to the next response cost session. Thus, it is possibre thaÈ sub-

jects learned that responses occurring after all tokens were removed

would not be punished. rndeed, Brendars responding increased, during

the treatment phase under Response Cost by 38.17å over Baseline rates.

Demerit tokens circr¡nvent the prob.lems associated with the inter-

dependency of response cost and a token reward. economy, but reguire

that an additional,backup punisher be programmed and administered,.

The backup punishers available are considerable (e.g. ¿ time-out, ross

of privileges, handslap, social punishment) and can be chosen wiÈh

special regard to the severity of the behavior and an individ.ual's

responsivity to particular tlpes of punishment. Moreover, demerit

tokens can'be progra¡nmed to interact with an ongoing token economy. For

example, the backup punisher could be either the loss of conditioned re-

inforcers or backup reinforcers. For exanple, Kazdin (L972) reported a

study by Upper (Note 5) who issued demerit tickets which d.enoted token

loss for rule violations by psychiatric patients on a token economy ward.
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A urajor concern associated with response suppression Þrocedures,

particularly those involving punishment rather tJ:an reinforceme4t,

involves the poòirive and negative side effects of these procedures.

Azrin and HoIz (1966) have documented several negative sid,e effects

associated with the presentation of an aversive stj:nulus including

áttempËs to escape the punishing st.imulus and heightened, emotionality

of an undesirable nature. As weJ-l, Coughlin (L972) came to the

tentative conclusion that withdrawing positive reinforcement can

function as an aversive event. on the other hand., some studíes have

reported unplanned improvements in behavior occurring in conjunction

with a response suppression proced.ure (Doleys, lrIeIIs., Hobbs, Roberts,

Cartelli, L976¡ Moore s. Bailey, L973; Risley, 1968; Vlrighton e

Martin, Note 3). Although, in the present study, there v¡as no

notÍceable improvement in the subjectsl perforrnance of the posture

task being trained, one subject (I{ary) became noticeably alert and

attentive to ttre teacher after the introduction of the treaÈment variables.

Some adclitional observations were made'of the subjectsr behavior

during the response suppression sessions. Table 4 presents typical

comments by. observers.

Tr¡relve standard opportunities (4 subjects X 3 procedures) existed

in which side effects could have been rlisplayed. As shown, only Kathy

reacted. with undesirable emotionaliÈy and behavior during isolation in

time-out. During the Time-out CondiÈion, while in the time-out space'

she frequently sv¡ore, yelled, bit her arm, banged her hea.d and kicked

the wa1l. During the Demerit Token Condition, while" in time-out, she
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Tal¡l-e 4

Reactions To The Delivery of A Contingency

Response
Suppression
Procedure Kathy Mary Brenda Pau1a

Time
out

Response
CosË

Demerit
Tokens

Yelled-in TO

26 face slaps.
32 head bangs.
Kicked screen
off.

Looked up"
Sr.riling.
Looked down.
Sniled.

Looked at
floor,
sniled.

Looked at
token.

No reaction.
Looked puz-
zled.

Migh'E have
smiled faint-
ly when leav-
ing.

Looked at
token.

Put hand
d.own'

Looked at
teacher.

r,àoked at
token.

Put hand down.
Blank expres-
sion.

No change in
expression.

Quiet and relax-
ed coming out.

No change in ex-
pression..

Smiled when told
to leave.

Looked startled;
yelled "no".

Muttering, laugh-
ing & yelling.
in TO.

No reaction.
Chewed hand.
Looked around
room.

Chewed hand.
No reaction.
Smiled; said

ilAhr.

Left room
quietly.

No twiddling.
Looks startled.
Looked aÈ
teacher.

Said "Nott.
Looked at token.

Smiles at
teacher when
leaving room.

Seemed .ttpouty"
upon returning.

Tried to hug
teacher.

Makes muttering
noises in TO;
agitated.

Stared, at pegs.
Appeared pouty.
Agitated.
Stared at pegs.
Smiled.
Sat most of
session witfi
one hand on
laces & one on
face.

Looked at token.
Played witJ: hair..
Smiled on way to

TO.
Looked at pegs
after returning
from TO.
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behaved similarly, although she e*fri¡itea pleasure in this cond.ition

when given demerit tokens. Kathy also sniled when her pegs were re-

moved during Response Cost: and Paula sometimes showed pleasure drrring

all three punishment conditions when the contingency was applied.

Brenda and Ì"Iary consistently did not show discernible reactions under
.'

the punishment conditions. It is clear that in the present study,

all three procedures were suppressive to varying degrees even though

ttre proced.ures did ndt necessarily generate undesirable emotionality

and behavior in 10 out of 12 situations. Of note is that the case of

most extreme emotionality (Kathy during the Time-out Condition) correla-

ted with the least response reduction.

On the basis of these findings and in the relaÈive absence

of guidelines governing the use of response suppression procedures

plus the fact ttraÈ parents and others appear to use punishment procedures

rather extensively (Forehand, King, Peed & Yoder, L975¡ Johnson &

Iobitz, L974), continued research into the effecÈs and side effects

of a variety of response suppression procedures appears not only

walranted but necessary.



APPENDIX

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Severely and profoundly retarded persons pose.a challenging problem

to applied behavior analysts. NoÈ only are members of this qroup

typically lacking in behavioral skills necessary to ttreir survival and

emotional well beíng, but they usually exhibit a disproportionate amount

of behavior which is socialty mätaaaptive-

Sè1f-stimulation'is an exarnple of maladaptive behavior common to

two-thirds of i.nsËitutionalized retarded persons (Berkson & Davenportt

L962¡ Kaufman & Levitt-, 1965). Self-stjmulation is identified by its

repetitive, stereotlpical and nonfunctional nature. Some common exam-

, ples include rockingr, hand waving, and head weaving (Azrin, Kaplan &

Foxx, L973¡ Kaufman & Levitt, 1965; mouthing objects (Foxx & Azrin,

1973); hand gaz:|ng, paper flippi-ng, cloth rolling, string threading,

and píII rolling (Azrin, {aplan & Foxx, L973); ãnd hand clapping

Foxx & Azrin, Ig73; Wrighton, Martin & Welch, Note 1).

Fo:<x and Azri¡ (1973) have developed a theoretical analysis of

self-slimulatory behavior, characterizing iË as an imbalance of

reÍnforcement for self-directed rather than outward.-directed behavior:

From a reinforcement orientation, profound

retardates c¿ul be considered to suffer from a
a

deficit of functional (reinforced) behaviors

directed toward their þh]'sical and social en-

vironment because of their intellectual' physi--

ca1 and perceptual deficits' which probably

cause such behaviors to be extinguished or
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punished . the process can be considered

as self-perpetuating. (p. 13)

The reinforcers, according to this view' are tactual, proprio-

ceptive, and sensory stimuli (Azrin et aI. ' Lg73) in contrast to

behavior which acts on the environment and which is reinforced by

stimuli of a tangjl¡Ie and social nature and thus is dependent on
\

ttre existence of a complex repertoire for their procural. Ttre

severely and profoundly retarded, in particular, typically lack

the complex behavÍoral repertoire necessary to mediate between

themselves and otÏrers, and teaching these skills to this population

Ís frequentty hindered by the presence of high rate setflstimulaÈion.

To permit the learning of new behavior and to decrease social

unattractiveness, several response suppression procedures have been

developed for reducing stereotypic responding.

The most obvious treatment for this behavior' extinction, is

Ímplied by a tradièional operant analysis of setf-stimulatory behavior.

In this view, behavior is assumed to be reinforced by events external

to.the individual. Thus, extinction (discontinuance of reínforcing

stimuli) should eventually eliminate tror¡blesome behavior. Limitations

of this analysis have been noted, by Gardner (1969). -First, it is

difficult to identify reinforcing evehts, and once identified, control-

ling their occurrence frequently proves impossible. Further, the

analysis of Foxx and Azrin (1973) mentioned above poses another prob-

lem for the use of extinction in the treatment of self-stimulation in

that internal reinforcement precludes the use of extinction.

..: : .. -:,;

,1." 1.,,"r'l :
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Fortunately, applied researchers who have sought to reduce self-

stimulatory behavior have developed effective mettrods of response

reduction other Ë?ran extinction. These incluCe punishment ar¡d re-

inforcemerrt pro"åaores. Studies of pun.ishment procedures for self-

stimulatíon will be reviewed here for retarded and other populations.

In adriition, punistrment studies.which have heen shown to be effective

ín reducing other tlpes of inappropriaÈe responding will be identified

for ttre puxpose of eyaluating their potential effectiveness in sup-

pressing self-sti-mulation. The present review will focus on hu¡nan

punishment studies reported in ttre last. five years. Studies prior to

1972 reþorting on punishment procedures used with hurnans have been

reviewed elsewhere (Gardner, 1969.¡ Johnston, L972¡ Kazdin' L972), but

will be referred Èo when appropriate. In addition, recent sÈudies of

reinforcement response suppression procedures also are included in Lhe

present review.

Punishment

Defiùitions of punishment have varied (e.9., from Thorndike'

1911, to Dollard & l(iller, 1950, to Skinner, 1953, to Azrin & HoIz,

1966). The definition of punishment adopted by this paper will be

that or Azrin and Holz (1966) wittr a minor modification, The defini'

tion will read: g reduction of the future probability of a specific

response as a result of the immediate d"fit"w- or withdrawal of a stjmulus

following thai response. The modification, or qith¡þery41-, permits in-

---clusion of punistunent procedures which can be grouped into two classes

on ttre basis of whether tlre operations followed involve the presentation
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of stimulus conditions following a specified response or whether

ttre operaÈions involve ttre withdrawal of stimulus conditions foliowing

a specified. response. In the first category are procedures which 
,: i:..-:

-r: 
!.: ^-^¡ ---^-^.: --^ ^!.: *,.1 .: I ^ ^ 

;-::" :',::'

involve the presentation of unconditioned aver'sive stimuli (e.g.

electric shock) and'conditioned aversive stimuli (e.9., "No"). In

ttre second category are such proced.ures as time-out and response cost.

unconditioned Aversive stimuli i"iì': :":::
ìl ..i .. t

The most widely. investigated punishment stimulus undoubtedly

has been electríc shock, studied for the most part wittr animals.

Shock with humans began to be used in the early 196ors (Gard.ner, 1969)

primarily for self-destructive behavior, tantrums, and behaviors other-

wise dengerous to 'the self and others (e.g., climbing, ruminating) .

Ethical considerations have confined the use of shock to serious in-

dividual behavioral probtems, usually as a last, resort procedure

(Gardner, 1969). During the eight years since Gardnerrs (1960) review,

only seven studies were found using shock; two with alcoholícs, two

to reduce cigarette smoking' one for drug ingestion, and two wittr

the retarded. In contrast, Gardner (1969) found seven studies between

1964 and 1968 using electric shock with ttre severely and profoundly

retarded alàne
a

There appear to be no recent reports using electric shock to

treat self:sti:nulation, but Corte, Vüolf, and Locke (1971) found that

contingent shock was effective in decreasing self-injurious behavior

compared with extinction which was:-entirely ineffective with the two

subjects with whom it was used. The effects of shock were specific

:..-l :..j.ll

ì.!1:ì:i'jl¡r:

, .:. t.: .
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only to the setting in which iÈ was applíed, however, limiting its

therapeutic value

Kircher, Pear and Martin (1971) compared reinforcement for

correct t"=non""" plus a sharp "No" for errors to reinforcement for

correct responses plus electric shock and "No" for errors and in-

attentive behavior. The condition using shock produced more words

learned, and less inatÉentíve behavior than the no shock condition.

Other unconditioned punishing stimuli have been used effectively

with humans. Gardner (1969) reported. two studies, one which used

cayenne pepper (Blackwood,, L962) and, anottrer which used a hairtug

(Banks,& Locke, Note 4) to control vomiting and eye gouging respect-

ívely. Johnston (1-9721 reported a hand-slap (Birnbrauer, 1968) and

noise to coirtrol errors in button-pressing, multiple tics, and

sùutteríng (Barret, Lg62; Flanagan, Goldiamond & Azrin, 1958; GoId-

iamond, i-:967)

For ttre problem of self-stimulation, Koegeln Firestone, Kranme,

and Dunlap (1g74) successfully treated two autistic children using

a slap, or briefly holding ttre relevant body part, in addition to

a sharp "No!". No analysis of ttre se.parate components of the proce-

dure was attempted. Of note, is that appropriate play behavior in-
í

creased concurrently with the onset o.f punishment, but decreased. to

baseline levels with the withdrawal of punishment.

Sajwaj, Libet, and Agras (1974) used lemon júice squirted into

tt¡e mouth of an ínfant to control ruminatlon, and Tanner and. Zeiler

(1975) found aromatic anunonia effective in controlling self-abusive
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behavior in an autistic person.

Surunaxy. It appears that recent applications of uncondiÈioned

punishing stimuli have tended to be used primarily with life-threatening

behavioral problems. Apparentlyr however, the decreasing trend Ín the

use of shock has not appeared to correlate with an increase in the

use of other uncondiÈioned punishing stimuli. Perhaps with the

advent and refinement of other behavioral control techniques, sericus

behavioral problems aïe being controlled by other, less-painful' means.

Alternately, it is possible that journals are. refusing to publish

articles which report using primary aversive stimulation out of fear

of arousing public criticism.

Response Cost

i Response èost will not be used here to denote physical effort

(e.S., Mclaughlin ç Nay, 1975); rather, the term will be used to

refer to the contingent removal of reinforcers, usually conditioned'

. such as.tokens, points, or money (Weiner, Lg62). Response cost'

then, conforms to the definition of punishment used here in that it

involves the withdrawal of a stimulus event immediately contingent

upon a specified response which reduces ttre future probability of that

response

' Withdrawing privileges or imposing fines have been popular methods

of social control for centuries. Kazdin (1972) cited biblical refer-

ences of withdrawal of privileges, and fines comprised a part of

penal codes early in recorded history.
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The withdrawal of reinforcers implies, of course, that arr

individual is in possession of reinforcers prior to their removal.

This is accomplished by Èwo methods. An individual car¡ be given

reinforcers non-contingently at the outset of a specified period

whereby Ëhey are lost contingently when specified responses are.

emitted (Weiner, L962). Alternatively, the individual can earn

conditioned reinforcerls for specified appropriate responding aia

lose them for specif,ied inappropriate respond.ing (Kazdin, L972)_. On

ttre other hand,, in laboraËory seÈtings, fines have generalllz been levied

for the same response tJ:at is reinforced., such as button-pressing

(Kazdin, J:g72l. The majority of systematic investigations of response

cost have been conducted with human subjects with points used as con-

ditioned reinforcers.

As Azrin and Holz (1966) noted, the greatest suppression of

responding occurs when an alternative response to the punished one

Ís reínforced. Accordingly, in applied research or Èhe clinical

setting, response cost and reinforcement of alternative d.esira.ble

behavior are frequently used. Hence, studies which investigated

the effects of response cost alone have been few. Most investigations

have involved evaluating response cost superimposed over a reward
(

token system (reviewed by Kazdin & Bootzin I L972) while a few have

investigated the comparative effects of response cost with other

procedures to reduce responding (Burchard & Baïrera t Lg72; Mclaugh-

lin e Naf, 1975).

l:r:;:ìs

rsponse cost on1y. Kazdin (L972) reviewed ten investigations
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evaluating response cost alone with ttre general finding that response

cost is effective in suppressing behavior.

i 
Siegel, Lenske, and Broen (1969) investigated response cost to

suppress speech dysfluencies in normal speaking college students.

Each dysfluency (repetítion or inÈerjection of a sound., syllable,

. word, etc.) resulted in the loss of a point which equalled one cent.

, Points were award.ed ndn-contingently at the outset of a session.

i Dysfluencies \¡¡ere suppressed to near-zeto levels of responding for
'

four of five subjects during spontaneous speech episod.es. Further,

, êlthough there was some recovery during the second baseline, the

: dysfluency rate showed durability of éffects over time and generalí-

.zation of the effecËs to no-contingency reading probes.

In a small business setting, Marholin and Gray (L976) used

response cost to control cash shortages. The respgnse cost contingency

was applied on a group basis to overcome the difficulty of not being

able to idenr-ify the peisons responsible for the shortages. Any

shortage exceeding one percent of the cash sales was averaged among

ttre employees and subtracted from each cashier's salary. An ABAB

reversal design was used to evaluate the effect of the contingency.

As predicted, the combined response cost and group contingency effec-
f

tively suppressed cash shortages to below one percent of ihe daily

cash receipts. Furtfier, the total cost to each employee for the

experiment wasi $8.70, demonstrating that the actual fine need not

be large to be effective in its suppressive effects. The study,

hovtever, did not control for employees underringi-ng sales of short-

.:ì: ..,i.i-:: :i -.t
. ::-:rr-:'-
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cha¡rging customers if steal-ing was (one of) the reason(s) for the

shortages. The authors caution against using such a procedure until

more is known about the employee behaviors responsible for the short-

ages: If theft is the reason, then shortchanging the customer rather

ttran the employer simply solves the enployer¡s,problern and not societyrs.

In addítion to Èhese issires is the problem of, "shortchanging" the
.:

honest employee

Responee cost versus reinforcement. The conclusions which

ca¡r be drawn regarding ttre relative effectiveness of response cost

contingent on undesiralcle behavior and reinforcement contingent upon

desirable behavior and a combination of the two are tentative. Further,

not alt studies have attempted a separate analysis of each. Kazdinrs

(L972) review of the literature f-ound êguivocal results in sLudies coÍt-

paring 'Eoken reinfr:rcement for appropriate responses. and response cost

for errors. In one study, response cost for errors was more effective

ttran reinforcement, for correct responses (Phrllips, Phillips, Fixsen

& WoIf, Lg7i-, Expt. IV) in reducing errors on a quiz while the combin-

ation of the tvro was most effective. Contrarily, two other studies

(Bucher &Hawkins, Not-e 2' Panek, :l}TO) found.no difference in effects

between token reinforcement for an alternative response and response

cost for disruptive responses in reducing disruptive behaviors or

generating conunon word, associations in schizophrenics

Studies published since 1971 have tended Èo support t'he

finding of no difference in effects of token reinforcement for appro-

priate responses and. response cost for errors. Reisinger (L972)

li:::r l .:

1...i-.'-
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reported successfully treating anxiety-depression by conbining

token payments contingent on smiling and token costs contingenË on

crying. While no attempt. was mad.e to evaluate the respective effects

of token reinforcement and response cost, noteworthy is the durability

of effegts over.a fouiteen month period following d.ischarge

Kaufman and. OrLeêry (L972) found no signfficant differences using

an ABAB design betveen token rewards for reading skills ahd. response

cost procedures for d,isruptive behavior in psychiatric patients.

Furt?rer, the token loss condition did not generate ad.verse emotional

and behavioral side effects.

Iwata and Bailey (L974) found no d.ifferences in the effective-

ness of rewards for arithmetic performarice versus cost proced.ures

in reducing rule vioLations and off-task behavior in elementary

special education students. vlhile arithmetic ouiput doubled, accuracy

was unaffected and gíven a choice of either contingency, no preference

emerged. One socially signifj-cant finding was that the procedures

generated some differences in the teacher's behavior in that the

token reinforcement èondition led to an increase in comments of approval

by the teacher.

Walker, Hops, and Fiegenbaum (1976), using a variation of the
í

ABAB design, evaluated the relative effectiveness of (a) changing tJ:e

setting; (b) social reinforcement; (c) token reinforcement; (d) and

response cost in mo<lifying deviant classroorn behavior. The most power-

ful treatment effects were produced in those phases in which all three

treatment.va::iaÈles.and one setting variable were in operation. The

OF MANITOBA
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procedure of adding variables cumulatively, as this study did,

does not perrnit a clear evaluation of the variables in isolation.

Further, the response cost condition was the last to be added

and a ceilinq effect was imposed by reporting behavioral change

in terms of percentage of appropriate behavior. Nevertheless,
.:

tTre proportion of appropriate behavior accounted for by Lhe addi-

tion cr response cost was 17È compared to the addition of tokens

which accounted for approximately L9c" of. appropriate behavior
\

generated.. The overall find.ing was that a combinaÈion of variables

was most effective

Hundert, (1976) , on,the other hand, compared the relative

effectivéness of token reinforcement, response cost, and a combination

of both in increasing attending and arithmeÈic performance in ele-
.

mentary school children and found no differ.ences across the three i

i

proceduresandnoc]-earpreferenceforproced.ureSacroSssubjecËs
,

Hundert evaluated the variables using a multi-element training l

phase (Sidman, 1960) preceded and followed by a baselíne thereby

eli:ninating possible sequence effects as in ttre Walker et aI. (1976)

study. A weakness of the Hundert study, however' was *; did

not include a baseline condition during the treatment. phase. Thus,

it is not possible to evaluate potential generalization or contrast

effects.

In summary, studies which have used the ABAB reversal design,

or a rnodification of it, suggest that no differences exist between

response cost and reinforcement in decelèraÈing undesirable behavior

; -r'...r:.

:l: il::'l
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and generating desira.ble behavior, but that the combinaÈion of the

two procedures is superior to either response cost or reinforcement

alone. The latter effect supports the general findings of Azri¡r

and Holz (1966) using animals as sr:bjects, namely that greater

suppression occurs when a reinforced alternative is provided.

3 The Hundert study, however, using a combination ABA multÍ-element

(with nultiple conditions in the B phase) design rather than an

ABAB design casts d.oubt on the superiority of the combination of

token reinforcement and token response co.st over either element

alone. As Walker et aI. (1976) have stressed, additional component

analyses are required.

Response cost relative to other response suppression procedures.

In Kazdin's reView, the author found response cost superior to group

ttrerapy in treating obesity (Harmatz & Lapuc, 1968), aversive sound

stimulation and information feedback (Kazd.in I 1972) in suppressing

speech dysfluencires, and shock and disapproval in facilitating

avoidance learning (Schmauk , L|TO) 
l

Burchard and Barrera (1972) found. "few apprecial¡le differences"

between the effecÈiveness of Ëirne-cut and response cosÈ of comparable

magnitude (e.g., 3p minutes time-out vs. 30 tokens). Higher values

of each procedure were more suppress.ìve and became irr.t""=irrgly so

vis-a-vis lower values (5 tokens vs 5 nr-inutes) . It is questionable

whether number of minutes can be equated with number of tokens, but

it is, nevertheless, interesting that equal n¡rmerical values of the

different procedures produced comparable results.
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Myers (1975) compared extinction, differential reinforcemenÈ

of other behavior (DRO) and response cost proced.ures in suppression

of serious finger biting in a retarded boy. !'Ihile extinction had

no effect and DRO was moderately sup,cressive, response cost combined

wíth DRO, conpletely eliminated the behavior. No.evaluation r{as

made of response cost alone.

Issuqs related to response cost. As with any behavioral,change

program, several issues are related to the use of response cost in the

applied setting. Some, such as durability over time and settings

are of general concern to all cl-inical applications. Another, such

as emotional side effects, is common to all punishment procerlures.

Azrin and. HoIz (196a) have documented several Éide effects

associated with the presentation aversive stimulus inclucling

attempts to escape the punishing stimulus and heightened emotionality

of an undesirable nature. That the issue of unwanted side effects

ís limited to punishment procedures involving presentation of ar¡
\

aversive stimulus is not clear, however. Coughlin (1972) came to

a tentative conclusion that withdrawing positive reinforcement can

function as an aversive event. Kazdin (1972), however, reported.

that only one study showed evidence of escape behavior, namely,
a

when fines were imposed for failing.to attend ward meetings, the

ntunber of subjects who did not atæà increased (Boren & Colman,

1970). .

Elucidating yet another problem witJr response cost, Ðoty,

Mclnnis, and Paul (1974) reported that when individuals are fined
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at a high rate, they rarely come into contact with the back-u¡>

reinforcers. This problem has implications for using response cest

to treat self-slimu1atory behavior which usually occurs at a high

rate, alttrough no studies have been conducted. in this area.

Summary. Too little research has been conducted across a

variety of problem behaviors to draw clear cönclusions regarding

the þenerality of thé effectiveness of response cost relaÈive to

other procedures. $everthelessr.its ease of administration and.

the lack of physical pain for ttre subject, together wiÈh indications

of its effectiveness relative to other popular method.s of d.eceler-

ating behavior, support the need for further comparisons with

other response suppression procedures across a wide variety of

behavioral problems. Its effectiveness may vary witlt the

È1pe of behavior being suppressed (e.S., self:abusiveness versus

classroom Cisruptions) and type of population. For example, Bandura

(1960) has asserted that self-abusive behavior is possibly main-

tained by variables other than reinforcement, and Schmauk (1970)

found that sociopathic individuals were particularly non-responsive

to shock and disapproval relaÈive to normal subjects' but that

response cost improved responding of sociopaths to the level of

normals.

Only one study reported using response cost with self-injurious

behavior (Myers, L975), and none reported using it to decelerate

self-stimulation. A distincÈ advantage of response cost is its

ease of administration, both with groups a¡d on a one-Ëo-one

i:;.:;r::i j:ì t r:i_:i
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basis. A potenÈial disad.vantage .is that where earned conditioned

reinforcers ¿¡.re removed, the positive and negative token economies

are interdependenÈ. with some populations such as the severely

and profoundly retarded this could prove a difficulty in that it

is feasible that the discriminations involved are less clear than

when a punisher is delivered independently for each occurrence of

misbehavior.

Time-ouÈ

Johnston (1972) reported. that time-out (TO) is used in more

applied studies.of punishment than arry other kind of punishing stimulus.

In the applied setting, many of the reinforcing stimuli are assumed

to be social such that contingent removal from socially reinforcing

stimuli will lead to deceleration of a specified behavior. Johnston

(1972) d.elineated two parts to the TO paradigrm: (a) stimuli sig-

nalling extínction and (b) removal of stimuli maintaining the response

of interest. The. extent to which each part of the procedures contrib-

utes to the effectiveness of TO has not been determined. A consider-

ation v/hen using TO with humans is that the TO duration should be

terminated only when the individual is engaging in desirable behavior

to avoid negatíve reinforcement of undesiratrle responses.

Only one researcher, Pendergrass (L972) reported usinq TO to

treat self-stimulation. 1\¡¡o minutes of contingent TO successfully

red,uced persistent banging' fiddling and jerking in two autistic

t:a.a

children.

Time-out has been used to treat other behaviors, howevetr.
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Lahey, McNees, and McNees (1973) report placíng a subject. with an

obscene verbal tick into TO for a ntinimum of 5 minutes and until ttre

subject had been silent for one mínute. The treaûnent \¡¡as successful

in reducing ttre behavior to an acceptable ler,'el where negative prac-

tice (being forced. to repeat tJ.e behavior) had failed to d.o so.

Ramp, U1rich, and Duloney (1971) using an ABAB design evaluated

the effectiveness of TO when a.delay was imposed beüween the occur-

rence of the behaviror to be timed-ouÈ and -uhe delivery of To. Each

ti¡ne the student misbehaved, a sLimulus light on the subject's d,esk

flashed, signalling a S-minute loss of recess of gym plus 5 minutes

in the TO booth Later in tÏ¡e day during these perioCs. The studentrs

misbehavior r¡ras reduced to zero responding.

Adams and Popelka (1971) evaluated tr.ro concurrent condiiions

wittr stutterers. In one condition there was no contingency for

stuttering while reading, and in another condition, 10 seconds of

TO was contingen\ ueon stuttering. Both conditions reduced stutter-

ing significaatly) but the To condition reduced stuttering more

rapidly and to a greater extent. Suppression of stuttering in the

ùirc contingency condition could. possibly be due to generalization

of effects from the TO condition. .An evaluation of generalization

effects was not conducted, however..

A major issue related Èo the o=. of To is tfie duration of 
i'.,,.

ttre TO used. Johnston (L972) reviewed. TO durations ranging from

threesecondsËotwohours.Inthepresentreview,Todurations

ranged from 10 seconds (Adams & Popelka , L97l) to 30 miàutes .(vühite ,

:,+:'Ì l :l

,Ì\
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Nielson & Johnson, L972\ .

The question of the relative effectiveness of various TO

durations is still unseÈtled. I4artin (1975) questioned ttre value

of brief TO durations during training programs as conseçluences

for errors - a conrmon practice in ttre training of retarded persons.

The auttror compared three values of TO duration (10, 20, 30 seconds)

and no TO on three lelarning tasks (antonym learning, picture naming,

drawing) with four,autistic and eight retarded. children. In all

three experiments, subjects either made the same or fewer errors

on the longer TO duration.. ' 'I'Jhere fewer errors were made on a

longer TO duration, the author conctuded that its use was not war-

ranted in terms of training time which v¡as consequently wasted.

In anottrer comparíson of TO duration to decrease aggression,

tantrums, ancl self-destructive behavior in 20 retarded individuals

and usíng longer periods of TO (1, 15, and 30 minutes) than in the

Martin studyr tühirte, Nielson, and. Johnson (J:972) found 15 minutes

and 30 minutes of TO to be distinctly superior to a 1 minute TO
:

dgation; with no appreciable difference between the 15 minutes

and 30 minutes TO. l{hen i minute TOrs preceded. rather than followed

15 and 30 minutes TO, however, J. minute TO r^ras equally effective.

Thus, sequence effects emerged as perhaps a more-important variable

than duration.

Kendall, Nay, and Jeffers (1975) evaluated, 5 minute and 30

minute TOrs to d.ecrease unwa¡¡ted. behavior in adolescent male delin-

quents using an A, 81, 82, B, design where A is a baseline cond.ition,
, : : ' : , , : : : : , j ì . : , ].

I1,, ,,,,.:.'.l,,f,
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B- is a condition 'in which responses were consequated by 5 minutes
I

TO, and. B^ ùs a condition in which responses were consequated by
¿

3O minute TO's. When 5 minutes preceded the 30 minute TO, verbal

aggression, physicâI aggressiori, and out-of-area behavior vrere suppres-

E¡ed. When 5 minute TOls foltowed 30 minute TOrs, verbal aggression,

physical aggression, and out-of:area behavior $lere not suppressed, with

verbal and physical aggression occuring at a rate greater than baseline.

lltre differential effèctiveness of the first and second, presentations of

5 minutes of TO were interpreted as a contrasÈ effect. In general, t.}te

findíng seems to be that the first parameter of duration of TO in a series

is at fåast as effective if not moreso ttran subsequent parameters re-

gardless of tt¡e duration.

Since the ABAB reversal research design does not control for

sequence of contrast effects, a more definitive demonstration of

comparisons of TO duration mighÈ be achieved by using multiple

baseline and/or multi-element research designs (Sidman, 1960), or

group studies. This problem of t]¡e ABAB design generating sequence

or contrast effects has been noted previously by sidman (1973)

who remarks that "whether the complete elimination of the variable,

as in the 'reversal' design, is si:nply an extreme insËance of quan

titative variation is not a simple problem" (p- 534). That is,

if the reversal phase can be regarded as a conditúron where the in-

dependent variable has a value of zero, then it is possible that re-

applications of the experimental variable produce contrast effects' R'e-

search into thís problem would be beneficial to applied behavior anaiysts'

-:' .;:._ : i

i,::r .,, .
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Schedule of TO. A.major variable, ín addition to the nature

of the punishing stimulus, which affects the suppression of behavior

is ttre schedule of punishment. Azrin, ÍloLz, and Hake (1963) con-

cluded that the most etfective schedule of delivery is fixed-ratio i

(FR 1). TT¡o studies have undertaken an empiric4l analysis of

sched,ule effects on TO

Calhoun and, Matherne (1975) compared. FR 5, FR 2, and FR I

sched.ules of T0 in spppressing aggressive behavior in a retarded

girl and found. FR 5 a¡r ineffective schedule, but FR 2 and FR I

nearly'equal in effectiveness. They poÍnted out the practical ad-

vantageS accruing when every response need, not be cofisequated in

order to reduce behavior to an acceptable level.

Clark, Rowbury, Baer and Baer (1973) investigated the effects of

FR 1, variable ratio 3 (Vn 3), VR 4, VR 8, and differential punishment

of high rates (DPH), whereby, in the last-mentioned case, TO v¡as deli-

vered contingent upon any disruptive behavior that occurred within 10

minutes of the last-recorded. disruptive behavior. VR 3 proved to be

slightly more effective than an FR I schedule of TO, and the authors found

an inverse, negatively accelerated reiationship between the probability of

a disruptive behavior being timedlout and the rate of disruptive behavior.
í

That is, the authors found that as the probability of a response being

timed-out increased, the actual rate of that response decreased until ttre

probability of TO was 0.23 (VR 4). Beyond ttre 0.23 probability value to

1.0, the rate did not decrease further. The range from 0.23 to 1.0

íncluded VR 3, DPH, and. FR I schedules of TO.

;::..::.rl
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As Johnston (L972) pointed ouÈ, it is very difficult in the

natural setting to guarantee delivery of a punishing stimulus on

an FR I schedule as ttre animal studies would. suggest must be done

j¡r order to decrease behavÍor. Of course, it is not always necessary

or desirable to elirúnate misbehavior entirely, and intermittent

schedules which permit behavior to be redused. to an acceptable

level have the advandage of tTre individual not coming into coritact

with ttre punishing.stimulus as frequently as an FR I schedule would

require. Furttrer, the generality of tJ:e effects to other settings

of intermittent punishment schedules, particularly VR schedules,

is probably enhanced since behavior in the natural environment is

likely to be consequated on VR schedules.

Summary. That TO has been demonstrated to be an effective

response suppression procedure is clear. The issue of duration of

the TO period, however, requires further investigation. A question

to be answered is. whett¡er ít is the sequence or the duration which

controls behavior. ïf sequence of application is the important factor,

then the general finding that TO is effective regardless of the

duration would be unde:sstandabie

The present review demonstrated TO to be effective with a
(

variety of behaviors including the more intractable, such as self-

stjmulation (Pendergrass, 1972) and verbal and physical aggression

(Kendall et al. , Lg75). No stud,ies reported using TO with self-

a^busiveness, a reasonable precaution since the individual's physícal

well-being would likely be endangered if left alone in a TO sÞace.

i-:'..ì ar.t:T1:
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TO can have other disadvantages, particularly if a source of rein-

forcement is available to the individual while she or he is being

timed-out. Some examples wlufa include the opportunity to pick at

floor tiles and to escape from an aversive situation. Another

disadvantage to ttre use of TO involves social sanctions against

placing an individual in an austere physical space, although thj-s

is not an empirically demonstrated requirement for TO (simply turn-

ing oners head awa1from an individual for a period of time may also

quatif.y as TO).

. Reinforcement Response Suppression Proced.ures

Given ttre official and unofficíal sanctions against usíng

punishment techniques wiÈh humans and the dictum that reinforcernenË

procedures should be used to control problematic behavior, it might

be expected fl:at an increasing trend. would be the use of dj-fferential

reinforcement procedures. Differential reinforcement refers to the

practice of differentially reinforcing qther (DRO) behavior than

the target behavior; differentially reinforcing low rates (DRt) of.

tlre target behavior, or differentially reinforcing behavior incom-

paèib1e (ÐRI) with ttre target behavior to be decreased.

DRO. While the effectiveness of DRO, DR.L, and DRI schedules

has been d,emonstratedf DRO is perhap." t¡t" most investigated schedule

in the applied setting. The usual procedure for administering a

DRO schedule is to reinfoïce any behavior that occurs other than ttre

target behavior, on a fixed-in'Eerval schedule. For example, Repp,

Ðeitz, and Deitz (Lg76) socially reinforced a retarded person for
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any behavior other than hair-twirling, haldbiting, and -uhumbsucking

at 3O-second intervals. This inLerval was gradually increased until

a fínaI DRo 5 minutes was reached. While Repp et al. (1976) found

DRO a sufficiently porverful variable to d.ecrease high rate self-

stímulatory behavior, other studies have not reported such successes.

Corte, Ílolf, and Locke (1971), Foxx and Azrin (1973), and Mulhern

and Baumeister (1969i found. DRo ineffective when used alone. In

the Corte et aI. (l'971) study, a DRO 15 second.s schedule of food

reinf,orcement failed to decelerate self-injurious behavior j-n two

individuals, although when food deprivaËion was introduced' the rate

dropped to zero for one subject, but, did not decrease for another

subject.

Foxx and Azrin (1973) compared non-contingent reinforeement,

DRO 10 seconds, a ttrigh slap, a distasteful solution, and an over-

correètion procedure contingenË on mouthing objects in severely

retarded children. The DRO schedule and non-eontingent reinforce-

ment were the least effective techniques while overcorrection was

the most effective.

Repp et al. (Lg76) attributed ttre preceding two failures ot

ÐRO to the length of the time intervals that were used. Repp et al.

used a method of calculating the interval whereby tfie mean interres-

ponse baseline interval $7as useél. This procedure ensured that the

rate of reinforcement for not responding equalled tJ:e mæ<jmum possible

rate for responding. Another explanation for the equivocal results

obtained in these studies might be an interaction between the treatnent
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and the behavior, that is, certain behaviors might be j-nsensitive to

DRO. Contrary to this hypothesis, however, Repp_, Ðeir:,:, and speir (1974)

were 'able to reduce difficult behaviors such as sterei::'..'¡.ri.c rrlip
ti,1 'r,,',.-.,1.,.

flapping", rockingr'and hand notiorr= to below .9 respcnses per minute 
1ì'-'::1::':::'.

for all three subjects r.lsing DRO intervals, salculated as above

starting with 1, 2, and 3-second intervals. Further, the deceler-

ation in behavior lì¡as immediaÈe

In,another study, Repp and Deitz (L974) investigated the effects

of DRO in combination with a 30 second TO, a mild verbal punishment

. ,,No'r,.and ïesponse cost. Severe aggressive and self-injurious be-

havior was reduced substantially in two subjects and to near zero in

anoÈher two subjects. Appropriate behavior increased in the case of

one individual

It is clear that Repp et a1. have demonstrated the effectiveness

DRO schedules to reduce a variety of stereotypic and self-injurious

behaviors. Their results support those of Peterson and Peterson (1968)

who found DRO in combination with TO to be more effective than DRO

alone. DRO in combination. ivith TO was also found to be effective

by Bostow and BaileY (1969)

A major issue related to ttre use of DRO schedules concerns the

length of the DRO interval as it rel¿tes to the rate of behavior.

No studies appear to have investigated various interval durations

systematically. A related issue involves whether starting with a

short interval and increasing it. is necessary, and. if so, when and

by how much. In applied research and therapeutic endeavors, the goal,
'.:':j,r'.,r;.'f. ì::¡l
i.ì :--: , .i: .: l'i.::
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of course, is to fade out explicit controls as much as possible.

Increasing the DRO interval would seem necessary for tltis reason'

in addition to the practical consideration that ad:ninistering a DRO

witf,r a brief irrtervat for th-c duration of a specifieC period demands

a great deal of one-'Eo-one supervision of the subject.

Another problem associated with DRO is that, theoretically,

other inappropriate responses can become supersÈitiousiy reinforced

(Skinner, 1948). Ornly one study reported a temporary development

of undesirable behavior in one subject (Repp et al"' L974), whil-e

in the same study another subject developed an increase over base-

line of appropriate responding under the DRo condítion. As with

punishment procedì.rres, a good policy would be to monitor behaviors

other than ttre target behavíor when investigating ÐRO schedules.

DRL. Deitz and Repp (1973) in their continuing attempt to find-

effective alternatives to punishment procedures, investigatecl DRI,

schedules in which reinforcement occurred. when the number of responses

in a specified. period of time was less or egual to a prescribed Iímit.

The authors investigaÈed three DRL schedules: (a) DRL 3 talkouts per

50 minutes of classtime witt¡ a trainal¡Ie ment.ally retarCed boy; (b)

a DRL 5 talkouts per 50 minutes of classti:ne as a group contingency

with ten'Erainable mentally retarded students; and (c) a DRt schedule

consisting of four steps (61 3,2, O responses) to eljminate changing

the topic dur:ing class discussions as a group contingency with fifteen

. hígh school seniors. ïn these experiments, on only one occasion did

the rate of responding exceed the DRL lilc.it

- (
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In another study, Carroccio, Lathamo and Carroccio (Lg76') investi-

gated a DRL schedule using an ABAA2 research design, where A was

baseline, B was. intervention, and A, vras follow up, whereby guitar

renÈaI was contingent upon a rate equal to or lower than the rate

in the previous music lesson to decrease excessive head and face

touching in an adult schizophrenic. Verbal feedback in the form

of telling the subjeit his rate per lesson, and visual feedback in

ttre form of, posting, a graph in the nursing station were also used'

but no separate evaluation of these components was made. Using tokens

earned during music lessons, the subject was able to rent a gnritar

on his ward at a fee of one token for 30 minutes. Tlüenty-one sessions

of treatment were required to d.eceleraÈe the behavio:r to criterion

(.8 responses per minute). Noteworthy is that the effeci of the

contingency generalized to the ward and music therapy sessions and

no appreciable recovery was observed during the reversal and follow-

up conditíons. The auttrors speculate that social reinforcement (post-

irg) \das not sufficient to suppress behavior, but that it served to

maÍntain low rates.

In another study, using only conditioned reinforcers (stars),

Dietz and Repp (1g74) reduced talking-out and out-of-seat behavior
a

in ttrree elementary school children with a DRL 2 responses per session.

lftre students were not informed of their responses as they. accurnulated

but were informed at the outset of the study of the contingency in

effect. The differential effects of providing or withholding this

feedback need to be investigated.
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lÍhe DRt schedule seems parÈicularly suited to those behaviors

which are not inherently maladapÈive or inappropríate, but are

troublesome due to their frequency ¡ e.g., talking out. A weakness

of the proceduîe is thaÈ it requires constant supervision and would

be difficult to aclniinisÈer throughout the day. For this reason,

it might. be of particular benefit in environments such as classrooms

which have a time limit, provided, however, that a variety of other

behavioral problems do not require the teacher¡s attention as weIl.

DRI. The rationale for using a ÐRI schedule to reduce behavior

is straightforward: one cannot engage in a given behavior while

engaging in an incompatible behavior. Liberman, Tiegen, Patterson,

and Baker (1973) mod,erately reduced the duration of delusional speech

in four schizophrenic individuals by combining extínction for deLu-

sional speech and reinforcement for non-d.elusional speech which

consisted of providing an opportunity to chat wittt a therapist and

snacks. The treatment red.uced delusional speech incompletely and

only temporarily.

Vuketich and Hake (1971) ad.dressed themselves to the problem

of reducing behavíor quickly, effectively, and v¡ith enduring effects

usíng only'reinforcement proced.ures. The subject 
-î3= " 

profoundly

retarded person with a high rate of.aggressive behavior w'ho was

physically restrained and drugged to control her behavior. The

authors compared. non-contingent reinforcement (aelivered at sueh

a high rate that the subject had to engage in consummatory behavior)

with To and the combination of both procedures. The combination of
iii::::l:
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tÌ¡e DRI schedule and TO proved to be the most effective. Interest-

ingly, the authors did not consider TO as a punishment procedure

and thus viewed. their study as involving only positive reinforcement.

The authors discuss the problems involved in terms of ttre greaÈ

anount of staff time required to conduct such a program. Neverthe-

less, the treatrnent was highly successful as evidenced by data at a

seven month follow-up rvhich indicated that the subject,'s aggressive

behavior had been niaintained at low levels. Few studies appear to

have investigated DRI schedules in isolation. The DRI procedure

is more t1pical1y included in a program in combination wittr another

response suppression technique (see the section on response cost)

and freguently is not evaluated. separately.

Summary. DRO schedules are the most investigated reinforcement

response suppression techniques. DRO and DRL appear to be particularly

suited to reduce high rate self-stimulation, although the time in-

volved. to administer these procedures is considerable. Further, sj-nce

these procedures require constant supervision, they would not lend

ttremselves readily to group training situations. In ttre one study

which investigated DRO alone in reducing self-abusive behavior, it

failed to do so (Corte et al.t L97L); but, when combinedwith TO,

DRO $ras effective in reducing self-destructive behavior (Repp e

Dietz, Lg74). The DRt schedule has been demonstrated to be effective

witJ: socially inappropriaÈe behaviors (Lalking-out) but has not

been investigated v¡ith self-directed or other-directed aggressive

behavíoral problems. Studies investigating the effectiveness of DRI

i.:'i:,

ir: il¡¡:::
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schedules are few, but in one siudy, when combined with To' ÐRI

proved to be highly effective (Vukelich & llake, L97L).

In general., too few investigations manipulating reinforcement

alone have been reported to permit drawing firm conclusions, but the

data indicate that this is a fzuitful area for research.

Misce_llaneous Response S-uppres s ion Procedures

A variety of stuaies úsing response suppression procedures whích

d.o not read.ily fit'ínto the categories of punishment or reinforcement

have been reported: These will now be discussed.

Or¡ercorrection

A recently developeid response suppression technique is overcollrecÈion

or re'stitution (Foxx & Azrin, Lg72). The rationale and method of over-

correction is explained by the authors in terms of the fol1or,r'ing:

The general rationale of the proposed restitution

procedure is to educate the offend.er to assume

individual responsibility for ttre disruption caused

by his misbehavior by reguiring him to restore the

disturbed situation to a greatly improved staÈe -

hence the designation of Restitution or Overcorrection.

The general method for accomplishing this objective
a

is to (1) identify the specific and general distur-

ba¡rce created by the misbehavior and (2) to req'.:.ire

the offender to overcorrect i;hese disturbances when-

ever he misbehaves . . . . The restitutive acts are

designed to have the followiirg characteristics:
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(a) The restitution should be directly related

to the misbehavior lest it becomq arbitrary and,

punitive. .This characteristic of relevance should

also motivate the educator to apply the restitution

procedure since the behaver would'otbe:r'¿ise be

forced to correct'the general disturbance hjmself.

F\rrther, ttre offender experiences directly the

effort normally required by others to undo the dis-

ruption created by the misbehavior- (b) The

restitution should be required immediately after

tt¡e behaviorr' thereby accomplishing two objectíves.

First, extínction of ttre offence will be provided

since the offender will have littIe or no ti:ne to

enjoy (be reinforced by) the producÈ of the aggres-

sive offence (Azrin &:Hutchinson, 1967) - Secondly'

greaÈer inhÍbition of future misbehaviors should

result since immediate negative consequences are

known to be more effective than non-immediate

consequences (Azrin ' Lg56; Azrin & Holz' 1966).

(c) The restitution should be extended i-n duraLlon.

lftríIe engaging: in;the restitution, ttre offender

cannot engage in other activities that are reinfor-
.cing. Consequently, the resÈitution period consti-

tutes a time-out from reinforcement- This ti'rne-out

is known to be more effective at longer durations
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(Ferster.& Appel., L96!¡ Zimmerman & Ferstes. 1963).

(d) The offender should be very actively i r:.orming

the restiiution and without pausing. Rest.. .'.ion

constitutes work a¡rd effort. An increased l',:u::k

or effort r+i¡uirement is known to be annoying and

serves as an inhibitory event (Applezweig', 195I).

(p. 16)

This hlpothetical analysis appears to be based. on several assump-

tions. First is that extinction is in effect since the reinforcement

by ttre outcome of the behavioral offence is prevented from occurring.

This assumption depends on the hypothesis that the reinforcement for

the offence is restricted to the disruption. It is equally plausible,

of course, that the attention resulting when the overcorrection proce-

dure is applied can act as a reinforcer. The second assumption is

that overcorrection involves negaÈive consequences andr therefore,

acts as a punisher. Again, a plausible alternative hlpothesis is

that overcorrection can have reinforcing properties. The third assump-

tion is that time-out is occurring since the individual has been

removed from the opportunity to be reinforced by the outcome of des-

tructive acts. As part of their rationale, Foxx and, Azrin (J:g72l

base the requirement that restitution be extended in duration on

ttre findings from animal studies that ti¡ne-out is more effective

at longer durations. Recent resaarch, ho¡,vever, casts doubt on the

generality of this finding to the applied setting (Kendall et a1. '
1975¡ MarLin, L975¡ White et al., J-972r. Finally, the authors attri-
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bute a response,cost interpreÈation to overcorrection in the sense

of increased.behavioral output rather than in the sense of a rein-

forcer being removed from the individual-.

If, indeed, all four of these procedures are operative in

every overcorrection proced.ure, then it miqht. be expected that over-

correetion would be a powerful response suppression techníque. Vthether

this is the case, however, is an empirical o-uestion.

Overcorrectio¡¡-'necessarily requires that the individual noL be

permitted to receive reinforcement for appropriate behavior while

engaging in restítution activities to prevent íts becoming a period

of reinforcement. This, conceivably¡ could be a difficult criterion

to meet. The authors stress the use of physical guidance where

verbal instructions alone fail to genêrate the desired behavior.

Physíca1 guidance and verbal instructions are conceptualized as a

conditioned avoidance procedure on the assr:rtption tÏ¡at physical

giuidance is aversive, and hence tlre individual will attempt to avoid

it by responding to verbal instructions ufon.. fhat physical guídance

j,¡ aversive, however, would vary considerably with individual

gASCS

Foxx and. Azri-n (1973) distingruish between ttu-o types of over-

correction: (a) restitutional overcorection, i.e:, the misbehavèr

must restore the disrupted enviionment to a state representing vast
.

improvement over that which existed before the disruptíon; and (b)

positive practice overcorrection to be used where no disruption òf

the environment has occurred..

1..;..t]
l.i._
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Restitution. In their pioneering study of overcorrection,

Azrin (L972) effectively eliminated furniture destruction

by a profoundly. retarded person, aggressiveness towards others by

another profoundly retarded person, and screaming by a brain-damaged.

individual. Although the authors did not present data, Èhey report

that overcorrection \¡¡as more effecÈive than previously tried procedures

of time-out, social disapproval, instructions, and brief correction

of the d.isturbanceq. Moreover, evidence was presented favouring

long durations of overcorrection in that when training was conducted

-''r- for less than the 3O+ninuÈe minimr¡n criterion, the frequency of

misbehavior remained static or increased.

In another study, stealing by profoundly retarded aduLts was

eliminated by restitutional overcorrection whereby Èhe offender was

required to return the stolen item plus an identical item to the

victim. Of 34 subjects, 27 stoke at least once. For these persons'

overcorrection was superior to simple correction (returning the

environment to its original staÈe) in reducing thefts (Azrín & weso-

lowski, L9741

Positive pfactice. Mouthing objects, heaä weawing, and hand

clapping were eliminated by positive practice in three severely
(

reËarded children a¡d an autistic child (Foxx & Azrin, L973). ReIa-

tive to other procedures (non-contingent reinforcement, DRO 10 seconds,

a s,Iap on thej thigh, and a distasteful solution painted on the hand),

ttre pos:-tive practice procedure was most effective. Further, follow-

ing intervention, a verbal warning followed by an occasional over-

';¿ ¡:,r:l
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correction was'sufficient to maintain the therapeutic effect.

Positive practice also successfully eliminated floor sprawling

in 29 profoundly,retarded institutionalized persons within eight

days (Azrin & Wesolowski, 1975). Thereafter, verbal reminders were

sufficient to correct a resident. Overcorrection, in this instance"

was superior to reinforcement for incompatible behavior and simple

correction procedures .

$febster and Azrin (1973) applied a variation of positive practice

overcorrection to eliminate the agitative state wlrich frequently preceded

disruptive behavior in moderately a¡rd severely retarded persons. Using an

AB desiÇn, overcorrection'was administered by requiring that the indi-

viclual lie quietly in bed for two hours (required relaxation). Disrup-

tions were reduced to near zero in 7 of 8 subjects within 84 days.

Noteworthy is that staff preferred to administer relaxation rather than

other response suppression procedures.

Azrin, Kaplan, and Eoxx (1973) used reinforcement and positive

practice wittr nine severe,ltrr' and profoundly retard.ed persons to

eliminaËe self-stimulatory behaviors. Reinforcement (30 seconds

of attention) alone red.uced autistic behaviors Ëo about one-third

of their baseline leveI. When positive practice was 
-added, 

self-

stjmulatory behaviors \{ere eliminated. To mainiain the low 1eve13,

an average of one positive practice session was required per week.

Azrin, Gottlieb, Hughart, Vrlesolowski, and Rahn (1975) used a

combination of reinforcenent (edible and verbal), positive practice

(required relaxation for two hours), hand control, and. awareness
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training to eliminate self-injurious behavior in eleven severely

and profoundly retarded persons using an AB design. No analysis

of the separate treatment components was attempted. As with the

other stud.ies, ttte effect was almost imrnediate, second. only to shock.

Restitution,and positive practice. Fo:s and Marti_n (1975)

treated scavenging behavior (coprophagy and pica) in four profoundly

retarded adults using a multiple baseline ABAB design and. oral

hygiene and. personal hygiene variations of restitutional and. posi-

tive practice overcorrection (Foxx & Azrin, L972¡ Foxx & Azrín, Lg73).

The behavior was red.uced by 9OZ wiÈhin 4 days and was further reduced

to zero in 2 weeks. Further, ttre results endured,: scavenging re-

mained. aE zero or near zero for the duration of the treatment (55

to 84 days) and. was superior to physical restraint of the same d.uration.

Restitution overcorrection and positive practice overcorrection

were.conbined by Foxx (L976) to eliminate public disrobing in two

profoundly retarded adults and proved to be superior to 30 minutes

of TO and physical restraint. The author.notes that overcorrection

!y+s as effective as any previous reports of reducing public disrobing

which have used TO, and. response. cost plus reinforcement, in terms

of immediacy and. duration of effectiveness.

For the problem of "voluntary" vomiting (i.e., not due to

illness) ,- -A,zrin and Wesolowski (1975) used restitution (cleaning

up vomit) and positive practice whereby the individual was required,

to practíce the correct method of vomiting (i.e., in the toj-let, and

not on the floor). compared to required relaxation (webster & Azrj:n,

l.,,,..:':
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1973) and TO, only overcorrection elim-inated "voluntary" vomiting

wittr a duration of one year at the last follow-up

sunma:¡l¡. In all the studies reviewed,, overcorrection was

entirely successful in eliminaÈing unwanted. behaviors with tJle re-

tarded and was superior to other forms of response suppressÍon

(TO, unconditioned punishment, required relariation, DRO). The types

of behaviors treated'included self-stjmulation, toilet training,

eating, self-injury,, student disturbances, vomiting, scavenging,

aggressiveness, disrobing, agitative-disruptive, stealíng, and

floor sprawling.

The successes reported. in these stud.ies vrarrant further com-

parisons with other punishment and reinfo::cemenL response suppres-

sion techniques. Although overcorrection cannot claim reinforce-

ment as a feature of the procedure, it has the advantage of elimina-

ting, physically painful effects while incorporating an educative

component. A disadvantage of the proced.ure is the time required to

administer it. It requires a one-tò-one administration and, there-

fore, would not be suitable for group teaching situations, at least

in its extended form.

Peer Influence

Brown, Reshly, and Sabers (1974) decreased aggressive behaviors

in a head start classroom using tangible reinforcement (candy) and

TO i.:n conjunction with peer influence. They found that the combin-

ation of group contingencies, reinforcement, and TO was more effec-

tive than the combination of only reinforcement and, punishment adminis-

:: _' :ìi
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tered on an individual basis. The authors conceptualize their group

contingency as peer influence although no data were presented. to

support their v.iew that peers engaged in modification of each otherrs

behavior.

Discussion

Punishment

The studies reviewed support the general concl-usion that

punishment procedur.es do effectively decelerate responding in

humans. Unconditioned punishing stimuli, þarticul.arly electric shock,

appear to have been reserved for more severe behavioral problems and.

have bàen used as a "last resorÈ" strategy. In this sense, they

night be regard.ed. as the most effective procedure for the most serious

behavioral problems.

'For ttre problem of sel-f-stimulation, only one recent study

reported using unconditioned punishing stimuli in the form of a

handslap (Koege1 et al.,--Lg74). Of the studies which d,o not use

unconditioned punishing stimuli, response cost and TO appear to be

the most popular and effective. Of these, however, only one (Pen-

dergrasg I Lg72) treated self-sti:nulation. Both of these response

suppression procedures, however, have been shown Èo-be effective

wittr.:ar,-¿ariety of other behavioral p5ob3-ems. Only one study under-

took to compare response cost to TO ar¡d no appreciable differences in

effectiveness v¡ere found (Burchard & Baïïera, lg72)

Response cost has the advantage of ease of administration in a

group situation, but since it is depend.ent on an ongoing reward.-

1..'rl:.:
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token sl¡sÈem, there exists the potential problem, particularly with

self-stimulation, that individuals will lose tokens at such a high

rate that they will rarely come into contact with the backup rein-
-:...-

forcers (ooty et aI . ' Lg74) .'''''':'1

TO has been demonstrated to be a-n effective response suppression

procedure r,¡ith a variety of behavioral problems as well. It is not

suitable to reduce súch behaviors as self-a-busiveness for the ob-

vious reason of danger to the individual if left alone in TO.

Further, if administered duríng a training situation, there is a

potential loss of considerable teaching time if each instance of

ttre behavior is Èjmed-out (Martin, 1975). This would be particularly

true with high rate behaviors such as self-stiinulation. Clark,

Rowbury, Baer, and Baer (1973), however, have obtained evidence

that every instance of an undesriable -response need not be timed-out

for effective response suppression, as the animal studies would

suggest is necessary (Azrin & Ho1z, Lg66). More research into the

effects of intermittent punishment with humans would be a valuable

addition to the literature.

Punishment procedures have inclusierl either the removal of

conditioned stimuti (response cost and TO) or the presentation of
a

unconditioned stimuli (e.9., electric shock) . No applied studies,

however, reported investigating the presentation of conditioned. aver-

síve stjmúIi which are exchanged for a backup punishing event. Such

a procedure might be likened to the use of demerit points in the

natural environment whereby an individual accrues demerit points

..,.,..:. i,:-.::.:: : ,.,
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for infractions which ultimately result in a backup punishing event

being administered, such as the loss of a d.river's license. Like

response cost, such a procedure would. have the advantage of ease of

adninistration in botJ: one-to-one situations and in groups, no loss ,t'"-i",

oftrainingti:ne,and.independencefromanongoingtokeneconomyif

one Ìùere in effect. Further, a demerit point system would have the

advantage of the experimenter being able to tailor the back-up

punishers to the individual's sensitivity to punishment without

ttre individual having to come into contact with the more severe

punishment every time. Such back-up punishers could include many

conve¡rtional forms of punishers such as loss of privileges, loss

of edibles, TO, a hand-slap, and. so on.

Ethical considerations, however, have tended. to preclude the

usage of punishment procedures. First, punishment procedures are

fùequéntly viewed. as unethical, irrhumane and non-professional (Gard-

ner, 1969). Additionally, ttre effects of punishment are believed

by some to be temporary and to produce undesira-ble'emotionaL side

effects (EsteÈ , L944¡ Skinner, 1938). Although these extrapolations

are from basic animal research using primarily electric shock, they

appear to have substantiatly inhibited research with humans including
i

studies using less physically painful procedures such as TO. Ind.eed.,

a survey by lfalIace, Burger, Neal, Breror and Davis (1976) revealed

ttrat over 50 percent of institutions for the mentally retarded

indicated that. they do not use aversive conditioning under any cir-

cumstances although 62 percent of chief.pslrchologists reported that

'l-1.,ì-:n:
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this tlpe of therapy would benefit some of Èheir resid,ents. Not alL

researchers have agreed, however, with this anti-punishment attitude.

Redd (1975), in an editor.ial corrunent, remarked, on the paradoxical

situation whereby, in tfie absence of sufficient research on the

effects of punishmenÈ with humans to warrant an anti-punishment

stance, clinician/researchers tend. not to ad.vocate its use at all;

and., Johnston (L972)'concluded in his review that since it apþears

impossible to elíminate punishment in the everyd.ay affairs of human

Iife, it seems as irrelevant to ask whether punishment should. be

used with humans as it is to ask whether reinforcement should be used.

Reinforcement

Differential reinforcement of other behavior is the most

frequently studied reinforcement response suppression procedure and.

has been shown to.be effective in reducing self-stimulation (Repp

et al. ' L976r Repp et aI., L974) plus a variety of other behaviors.

The results of Èhe effectiveness of ÐRO are equivocal, ho.wever. Some

researchers have found it ineffective when used alone (Corte et ali '
l97L¡ Foxx & Azrín, L973). Repp et aI. (1976) attribute the failures

of DRO reported. by Èhese autfiors to their 'not ensuring that ttre

reinforcement rate for not responding equalled the reinforcemenÈ

rate for responding. .\

DRL is another reinforcement proced.ure which has successfully

red.uced self-stimulation (Carroccio et al. , Lg76), but no comparisons

witt¡ other procedures have been reported.. There appear to be no

studies using DRI to treat the problem of self-stimulatory behavior.

li-. . ' -.'
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These reinforcement suppression procedures seetn particularly

suited for siÈuations where it is possible to supervise them on a

one-to-one basis. Due to ttre constant high rate of attention re-

quired by the supervisor, however, these procedures do not seem

particularly appropriate for group situations where the behavior of

more than one individual needs to be modified. In general, too few

studies have been reported to draw firm conclusions at present.
\

MÍscellaneous Response Suppression

""*a*a*aion'h.= 
been clemonstrated to be effective in red.ucing

a wide variety of problematic behaviors, including self-stimulation.

$Ihether or not an extend.ed period of time, such as 30 minutes (Foxx

& Azrin, 1972), is required each time overcorrection is applied is

an empirical quesÈion, but poses a problem for use in a group situation

where the ratio of supervisor to individual is greater than cne-to-

one sínce iÈ is not possible to administer overcorrection to two or

more individuals at the same time.

In conclusíon, no effective punishment procedures other than

one study investigating unconditioned punishment it<oeget et al. , Lg74)

and. one TO study (Pendergr ass, !972) have been reported r*"O "rrectívely
reduced self-sti:nulation. Vfhethe:r TO is suitable for a group training

situation depends on the number of behaviors requiring TO and the

availability of a convenient TO "p""è. The reinforcement response

suppression procedunes, although possibly effective in red.ucing self-

stimulation, are probalrly unsuitable for a classroom setting due to

ttre one-to-one supervision and the considerabte ainounÈ of time required

:..r,::.'
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to adrninister them. Response cost and demerit points appear to be

the best suited procedures for group training situations-although

neither procedure has been reported. in tJle liË,è:rature as a treat-

nenÈ for self-stimulation.

:a:: r::' ij:
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